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Abstract
We study a class of simplified dark matter models in which one dark matter particle couples with
a mediator and a Standard Model fermion. In such models, collider and direct detection searches
probe complimentary regions of parameter space. For Majorana dark matter, direct detection
covers the region near mediator-dark matter degeneracy, while colliders probe regions with a large
dark matter and mediator mass splitting. For Dirac and complex dark matter, direct detection is
effective for the entire region above the mass threshold, but colliders provide a strong bound for
dark matter lighter than a few GeV. We also point out that dedicated searches for signatures with
two jets or a mono-jet not coming from initial state radiation, along missing transverse energy can
cover the remaining parameter space for thermal relic dark matter.
1 Introduction
There is now a large body of evidence for the existence of particulate dark matter that interacts
gravitationally and makes up nearly a quarter of the energy density of the universe [1–4]. On the
other hand, such dark matter does not exist in the Standard Model (SM), has not been conclusively
observed to interact non-gravitationally, and has never been detected, directly or indirectly, in a
laboratory experiment. Determining the physical properties of dark matter therefore constitutes
one of the most pressing questions in high-energy physics. Ideally, it would be possible to measure
the non-gravitational interactions in several ways: by directly detecting rare ambient dark matter
scattering events off a target in underground laboratories, by detecting the products of dark matter
self-annihilation or decay, and by measuring a momentum imbalance in collider events.
Given that so little is known about the properties of dark matter, the most informative framework
for studying dark matter properties in a simplified framework is as model-independent as possible.
One powerful approach is to consider effective operators of dark matter coupling to quarks and other
SM particles [5–25]. In the absence a light mediator below around one GeV, the effective operator
approach provides an excellent description for interpreting the direct detection experiment results
because of the small exchanged momentum in the scattering processes. A simplified description in
terms of such operators neatly encapsulates all possible interactions of dark matter with their detectors.
On the other hand, such operators may be unsuitable or at least not precise for the purposes of collider
studies [26–28]. The latest searches for dark matter at ATLAS [21, 29] and CMS [25, 30] have set a
lower bound on the cutoffs of the effective operators to be around one TeV. The current constraints
are stringent when compared to the limits derived from direct detection experiments, but are still
much below the center-of-mass energy, 8 TeV, of the latest run at the LHC. When the parton-level
collision energy is comparable to the mediator mass, the effective theory does not apply and a more
complete description is required.
To go beyond an effective operator approach, one could directly use a concrete underlying model
such as the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) to study the complementarity among
different experimental probes of dark matter [31]. However, to maintain the model-independent
paradigm of the effective operator approach, a “Simplified Dark Matter Model” could be a better
choice. In this approach, one can introduce one or two new particles with one or two interactions to
probe the potentially complicated dark matter sector. For dark matter interacting with SM particles,
one of the most important things is the properties of the mediator. The majority of existing studies in
the literature have the mediator particle couple to two dark matter particles at the same time: Higgs
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portal [32–34], 2HDM portal [35], axion-portal [36], gravity-mediated [37], dilaton-assisted [38] and
Z ′-mediated [39, 40] 1 [43]. In this paper, we study simplified dark matter models with SM fermions
as the portal particle, which we call Fermion Portal (FP) dark matter. This class of models is well
motivated and can easily be a part of some underlying models such as SUSY [44] or extra-dimension
models [45].
In FP dark matter models, an SM singlet dark matter particle interacts with quarks via a new QCD
color triplet state. There are several classes of such models depending on the Lorentz properties of the
dark matter: it may be a Dirac fermion, Majorana fermion, complex scalar, real scalar, or vector. The
vector case requires an additional scalar field or additional dynamics to provide the vector boson mass
and we do not consider it here. For the real scalar dark matter case, the non-relativistic interaction
cross-sections including self-annihilation and direct detection are highly suppressed and we do not
consider this case either. Therefore, in this paper we perform detailed studies of the Dirac fermion,
Majorana fermion, and complex scalar cases.
A further specification can be made based on species of quarks to which the dark matter couples.
At renormalizable level, the simplest interactions are to have dark matter particles couple to only
right-handed fermions. In the non-relativistic limit, the interactions can be transformed as vector
or axi-vector couplings between the dark matter particle and the SM fermion. For either type of
couplings, a dark matter particle that couples exclusively to heavy quarks would have a suppressed
direct detection cross-section. We concentrate on the couplings to up and down quarks in this paper
and leave the heavy quark case for future exploration.
The six cases that are considered here constitute a set of models for benchmarking the progress of
dark matter experiments, as well as for studying the complementarity of different types of experiments.
Unlike the effective operator approach, they can be extrapolated to arbitrarily high energies while
giving sensible results. Furthermore, they are well-motivated and simple enough to allow for deep
experimental scrutiny. In this paper, we demonstrate the power of current experiments to probe these
models and determine the allowed parameter space to probe in the future. For each case, we also show
the parameter space to satisfy the dark matter thermal relic abundance. We pay attention to the
potential for current experiments to probe the thermal relic hypothesis. We find that the parameter
space for a thermal relic is highly constrained for most of the scenarios considered, but that there is
some potential at the moment in a model with Majorana dark matter.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the Fermion Portal
1The milli-charged dark matter with only one massless gauge boson in this model contradicts quantum gravity, as
shown in Ref. [41] based on arguments in Ref. [42].
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class of simplified models. We determine the allowed parameter space for dark matter to be a thermal
relic in Section 3. Current direct detection and collider constraints are determined in Sections 4 and
5 respectively, with summary plots presented in Section 5. We discuss potential improvement for the
LHC collider searches and conclude in Section 6.
2 Simplified dark matter model: fermion portal
If the dark matter sector interacts directly with a single fermion in the SM, two particles with different
spins are required in the dark matter sector. In this paper, we will concentrate on the quark portal dark
matter and leave the lepton portal dark matter for future exploration. Restricting to particles with a
spin less than one, there are two general situations: fermionic dark matter with a color-triplet scalar
partner or scalar dark matter with a color-triplet fermion partner. In the former case, we consider
both Dirac and Majorana dark matter, while for the latter case we only consider a complex scalar dark
matter and skip the real scalar dark matter case [6], which has a quark mass suppressed s-wave or
a d-wave or three-body suppressed annihilation rate and a velocity suppressed direct detection cross
section if the quark masses are neglected.
We begin by considering fermionic dark matter coupled to right-handed quarks as the portal to
the dark matter sector. The dark matter candidate may be a Dirac or Majorana fermion, χ, that is
an SM gauge singlet. The mediator is an SU(3)c triplet with an appropriately chosen hypercharge.
The renormalizable operators are
Lfermion ⊃ λuiφuiχLuiR + λdiφdiχLdiR + h.c. , (1)
where ui = u, c, t (di = d, s, b) are different SM quarks. Since χ is the dark matter candidate, the
partner masses mφi must be larger than the dark matter mass mχ. In our analysis, we assume the
branching ratio of the decay φui → χu¯i and φdi → χd¯i is 100%. We also require the Yukawa couplings
λi to be less than
√
4pi to preserve perturbativity. Since we will concentrate on the first generation
quarks, we neglect the flavor index from now on to simplify the notation. Using the up quark operator,
the width of φu particle is calculated to be
Γ(φ→ χ+ u) = λ
2
u
16pi
(m2φ −m2χ)2
m3φ
, (2)
for both Dirac and Majorana cases.
Similarly, for a complex scalar dark matter, X, and its partner, ψ, a color-triplet Dirac fermion,
we have the interactions
Lscalar ⊃ λuiXψ
ui
L u
i
R + λdiXψ
di
L d
i
R + h.c. . (3)
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For the up quark operator, the decay width of ψu field is
Γ(ψ → X† + u) = λ
2
u
32pi
(m2ψ −m2X)2
m3ψ
. (4)
If the operators in Eqs. (1), (3) are defined in the flavor basis, the quark right-handed currents be-
come physical and additional (weak) flavor constraints apply to the model parameter space. However,
if they are defined in the quark mass basis, there are no additional flavor changing processes beyond
the SM. We simply take the mass basis assumption and ignore the flavor physics constraints. We next
explore the dark matter phenomenology of this class of models, including its thermal relic abundance,
direct detection and collider searches. Some other studies for the spin-dependent direct detection and
indirect detection signatures can be found in Refs. [46, 47].
3 Relic abundance
The complimentarity between dark matter collider and direct detection searches is independent of the
dark matter thermal history. Since the weakly interacting massive particle (WIMP) is still the best
motivated scenario that generates the observed dark matter relic abundance for a weak-scale mass, we
calculate the thermal relic abundance for the simplified fermion-portal dark matter. We then compare
the allowed thermal relic parameter space to direct detection and collider bounds.
In the fermionic dark matter case, the main annihilation channel is χχ→ uu for Dirac dark matter.
The dominant contribution to the annihilation cross-section is
1
2
(σv)χχ¯Dirac =
1
2
[
3λ4um
2
χ
32pi (m2χ +m
2
φ)
2
+ v2
λ4um
2
χ (− 5m4χ − 18m2χm2φ + 11m4φ)
256pi (m2χ +m
2
φ)
4
]
≡ s+ p v2 , (5)
where v is the relative velocity of two dark matter particles and is typically 0.3 c at the freeze-out
temperature and 10−3 c at present. The factor of 1/2 in Eq. (5) accounts for the fact that Dirac dark
matter is composed of both a particle and an anti-particle. For Majorana dark matter, the annihilation
rate only contains a p-wave contribution at leading order in the limit of zero quark masses
(σv)χχMajorana = v
2
λ4um
2
χ (m
4
χ +m
4
φ)
16pi (m2χ +m
2
φ)
4
≡ p v2 . (6)
In the non-degenerate parameter space, we only need to care about the dark matter annihilation
rate. The dark matter relic abundance is approximately related to the “s” and “p” variables by
Ωχh
2 ≈ 1.07 × 10
9
GeVMPl
√
g∗
xF
s+ 3 (p − s/4)/xF , (7)
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where the Planck scale isMPl = 1.22×1019 GeV and g∗ is the number of relativistic degrees of freedom
at the freeze-out temperature and is taken to be 86.25 here. The freeze-out temperature xF is given
by
xF = ln
[
5
4
√
45
8
g
2pi3
MPlmχ(s+ 6 p/xF )√
g∗
√
xF
]
, (8)
where g = 2(4) is the number of degrees of freedom for the Majorana (Dirac) fermion dark matter.
In the degenerate parameter space with ∆ ≡ (mφ−mχ)/mχ ≪ 1 and comparable to or below the
freeze-out temperature 1/xF ∼ 5%, co-annihilation effects become important [48, 49]. Neglecting the
sub-leading electroweak interaction, the annihilation cross-section for χ+ φ† → u+ g is given by
(σv)χ φ
†
=
g2s λ
2
u
24pimφ(mχ +mφ)
+ v2
g2s λ
2
u(29m
2
χ − 50mχmφ + 9m2φ)
576pi mφ(mχ +mφ)3
, (9)
for both Dirac and Majorana dark matter. Additionally, the φ field self-annihilation cross-section is
given by
(σv)φ φ
†
[gg] =
7 g4s
216pi m2φ
− v2 59 g
4
s
5184pi m2φ
, (10)
(σv)φ φ
†
[f f¯ ] = v2
g4s
432pi m2φ
, for f 6= u , (11)
(σv)φ φ
†
[uu¯] = v2
[
g4s
432pi m2φ
− g
2
s λ
2
u
108pi (m2χ +m
2
φ)
+
λ4um
2
φ
48pi (m2χ +m
2
φ)
2
]
, (12)
for both Dirac and Majorana dark matter. Here, f represents the SM quarks and we have neglected
all quark masses in our calculation for a heavy mφ with mφ ≫ mf . For Majorana dark matter, there
is an additional annihilation channel with cross section
(σv)φ φ[uu] =
λ4um
2
χ
6pi (m2φ +m
2
χ)
2
+ v2
λ4um
2
χ(3m
4
χ − 18m2χm2φ −m4φ)
144pi (m2φ +m
2
χ)
4
. (13)
Following Refs. [48, 49], we have the effective degrees of freedom as a function of the temperature
parameter x
geff = gχ + gφ(1 + ∆)
3/2e−x∆ , (14)
with gφ = 6 (we count φ and φ
† together) and gχ = 2(4) for Majorana (Dirac) fermion. The effective
annihilation cross section for the Dirac case is
(σv)eff =
1
2
(σv)χχ¯
g2χ
g2eff
+ (σv)χφ
† gχgφ
g2eff
(1 + ∆)3/2e−x∆ +
1
2
(σv)φφ
† g
2
φ
g2eff
(1 + ∆)3e−2x∆ , (15)
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and for the Majorana case is
(σv)eff = (σv)
χχ g
2
χ
g2eff
+ (σv)χφ
† gχgφ
g2eff
(1 + ∆)3/2e−x∆ +
1
2
[(σv)φφ
†
+ (σv)φφ]
g2φ
g2eff
(1 + ∆)3e−2x∆ , (16)
Variables seff and peff can be constructed by forming a similar combination to (σv)eff . They replace s
and p in Eqs. (7) and (8) for the purposes of calculating the thermal relic abundance.
Fitting to the observed value of Ωχh
2 = 0.1199± 0.0027 from Planck [4] and WMAP [3], we show
the allowed values of mχ and mφ in Fig. 1 for different values of couplings. For Dirac dark matter,
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Figure 1: Left panel: the masses of Dirac fermion dark matter and its partner for different choices
of coupling, after fitting the observed dark matter energy fraction, Ωχh
2 = 0.1199 ± 0.0027, from
Planck [4] and WMAP [3]. The blue dotted lines neglect co-annihilation effects, while the blue solid
lines include them. The black dotted line is boundary of the region for which mφ > mχ. Right panel:
the same, but for a Majorana dark matter.
the co-annihilation effects have a significant effect for small values of λu, but only have a small effect
for lager values of λu. Due to p-wave suppression of χχ annihilation, Majorana dark matter mass is
preferred to have either a light mass, below around 600 GeV, or a heavy mass nearly degenerate with
its partner.
For complex scalar dark matter, the annihilation rate of XX† → uu is also p-wave suppressed and
given by
1
2
(σv)XX
†
complex scalar =
1
2
[
v2
λ4m2X
16pi (m2X +m
2
ψ)
2
]
≡ p v2 . (17)
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The allowed parameter space for a thermal relic in the complex scalar case has similar features to the
Majorana case, including the co-annihilation effects.
4 Dark matter direct detection
For calculation of dark matter direct detection cross-sections, one could integrate out the dark matter
partner and calculate the scattering cross sections using the effective operators. However, for the
degenerate region, the dark matter partner in the s-channel can dramatically increase the scattering
cross section. To capture the resonance effects, we keep the dark matter partner propagator in our
calculation.
χ
q
φ
χ
q
χ
q
φ
χ
q
(a) (b)
Figure 2: Feynman diagrams for scattering of a fermion dark matter off nucleus. Only the left panel in
(a) contributes to the Dirac fermion case, while both (a) and (b) contribute to the Majorana fermion
case.
For the Dirac dark matter case, only the left panel in Fig. 2 contributes. Both spin-independent
(SI) and spin-dependent (SD) scattering exist. The leading SI interaction cross-section per nucleon is
given by
σNqSI (Dirac) =
|λu|4 f2Nq µ2
64pi[(m2χ −m2φ)2 + Γ2φm2φ]
, (18)
where N = p, n; µ is the reduced mass of the dark matter-nucleon system; fNq is the coefficient related
to the quark operator matrix element inside a nucleon. For the up quark operator at hand, one has
fp u = 2 and fnu = 1 [44,50]. The sub-leading SD interaction cross section is given by
σNqSD (Dirac) =
3 |λu|4∆2Nq µ2
64pi[(m2χ −m2φ)2 + Γ2φm2φ]
, σNqSD (Majorana) =
3 |λu|4∆2Nq µ2
16pi[(m2χ −m2φ)2 + Γ2φm2φ]
, (19)
with ∆pu = ∆nd = 0.842± 0.012 and ∆pd = ∆nu = −0.427± 0.013 [51]. For Majorana dark matter, there
is only an SD scattering cross section with a similar formula as the SD scattering of the Dirac fermion
case.
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For the complex scalar case, the SI scattering cross section is given by
σNqSI (complex scalar) =
|λu|4 f2Nqm2p
32pi[(m2X −m2ψ)2 + Γ2ψm2ψ]
, (20)
while the SD scattering cross section is suppressed by the dark matter velocity and is neglected here.
Searches for SI dark matter interactions with nuclei are particularly constraining when they are
predicted by a given model. We include the most stringent SI direct detection constraints from
Xenon100 [52] for heavier dark matter masses and Xenon10 [53] for lighter dark matter masses.
Xenon100 [52] is sensitive to cross-sections nearly down to 10−45 cm2 at a dark matter mass of around
100 GeV. The Xenon10 [53] experiment has some additional sensitivity for low dark matter masses.
For the SD scattering cross section, we mainly use the limits from SIMPLE [54], COUPP [55], and
PICASSO [56] experiments for coupling to protons and from Xenon100 [57] and CDMS [58, 59] for
coupling to neutrons.
In addition to placing strong constraints, four experiments (DAMA [60], CoGeNT [61], CRESST-
II [62], CDMS [63]) have now seen excesses in regions of parameter space already probed by Xenon100
under some assumptions [64]. For the purposes of this study, we ignore the debatable excesses and only
consider the constraints from experiments. Because we study the up quark and down quark operators
separately, isospin symmetry is generically broken. Therefore, we will consider the constraints on dark
matter–proton and dark matter–neutron scattering separately for both SI and SD.
5 Collider constraints
Since the dark matter couples to quarks, it can be produced at colliders. In addition, the colored
mediator may be produced, yielding strong constraints both from associated and pair production.
Except in the regime of an extremely heavy mediator, these channels provide the dominant constraints.
Associated production of the mediator and the dark matter particle, along with radiative contributions
from dark matter pair production, yield a monojet signature, while pair production of mediators can
be seen in searches for jets plus missing transverse energy (MET). Example diagrams for the three
production mechanisms in the case of coupling to up quarks are illustrated in Fig. 3. For simplicity, we
consider the constraints from the CMS experiment in the monojet and jets plus MET channels [25,65].
There are comparable constraints from the ATLAS experiment [21,66], though the reach of the CMS
searches is slightly better at present.
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Figure 3: The three dark matter particle production mechanisms at hadron colliders. Diagram (a)
has two jets in final state, while (b) and (c) provide mono-jet signatures.
5.1 Estimated limits from monojet on t-change φ exchange
For the fermionic dark matter case and in the heavy mφ limit, the Fierz-transformed effective operator
|λu|2
8m2φ
χγµ (1 + γ5)χuγ
µ (1− γ5)u (21)
is generated. The existing search at the 8 TeV LHC with around 20 fb−1 constrains the combination of
up quark and down quark operators. For light dark matter masses below analysis cuts on monojet pT
or /ET , the collider production cross section is insensitive to the parity structure of the operators [25].
One can approximately translate the constraints on Λ ∼ √2mφ/|λu| obtained in Ref. [25] to our model
parameter space. For light dark matter masses, the 90% confidence level (CL) constraints on Λ in
Ref. [25] is around 900 GeV, leading to an estimated constraint of mφ/|λu| & 640 GeV.
5.2 Limits from 2j + EmissT on φ pair production
In the limit of a small dark matter-mediator coupling, λu ≈ 0, the only significant diagram yielding
this final state is (a) in Fig. 3. The production cross-section is identical to that of a single squark in
the MSSM. The present bounds on this process from CMS constrain the colored particle mass to be
above around 500 GeV [67] for a massless neutralino. For λu 6= 0, there are additional contributions
from t-channel dark matter exchange and the cross-section for the parton level process u+ u¯→ φ+φ∗
is given by:
σ = − 1
1728pis3
{
2
√
s(s− 4m2φ)
[
4g4s (4m
2
φ − s) + 12g2sλ2u(s+ 2m2χ − 2m2φ) + 27λ4us
]
+3λ2u
[
16g2s
(
m2χs+ (m
2
φ −m2χ)2
)
+ 9λ2us(s+ 2m
2
χ − 2m2φ)
]
log

s−
√
s(s− 4m2φ) + 2m2χ − 2m2φ
s+
√
s(s− 4m2φ) + 2m2χ − 2m2φ



 .
(22)
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This extra contribution is significant for λu = 1 and leads to a much higher sensitivity. We also
note that there is destructive interference for a small value of λu, as shown in Fig. 4 for different values
of mφ. We therefore anticipate that the experimental limits from jets plus E
miss
T could become weaker
at some intermediate values of λu.
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Figure 4: The pair-production cross sections of the φ field as a function of λu.
To estimate the current bounds on this model, as well as the case of scalar dark matter, we calculate
LO cross-sections for the full process using MadGraph [68] with a model constructed by FeynRules [69].
NLO K-factors calculated using Prospino [70] are applied to the pure QCD contribution to the cross-
section for the cases of fermionic dark matter. The limits provided in [65] are then applied to the
calculated cross-section to obtain an estimate of the current 95% CL exclusion limit. The results of
this analysis are presented below, in Section 5.3.
5.3 Limits from monojet on single φ productions
The dominant production channel for monojets is process (b) in Fig. 3 at a small value of λu. The
resulting cross-section at LO for u+ g → φ+ χ is given by
σ(u+ g → φ+ χ) = λ
2
u g
2
s
768pi s3
(3s + 2m2χ − 2m2φ)
√
(s+m2χ −m2φ)2 − 4m2χs , (23)
where
√
s is the center-of-mass energy. In order to estimate the current reach of monojet searches,
we generate events for all tree-level diagrams with one quark plus dark matter particles in the final
state using MadGraph [68] with the models defined in FeynRules [69]. The events are showered and
hadronized using Pythia [71], then the hadrons are clustered into jets using FastJet [72]. The cuts
described in Ref. [25] are then applied to the events in order to estimate the acceptance times efficiency
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of that search. The resulting LO signal cross section times estimated efficiency and acceptance for each
signal region are compared to the limits set in Ref. [25]. We present our results for several different
scenarios in two ways: first in the mφ–mχ plane and second in the mχ–σSI(SD) plane with all limits at
95% CL.
We begin by considering the model with Majorana dark matter and only λu 6= 0. For λu = 1, the
exclusion curves are shown in Fig. 5. The dominant constraints come from collider searches in the
monojet and jets + MET channels, as well as dark matter spin-dependent direct detection searches.
In addition, we show the lines at which the observed dark matter relic abundance is attained assuming
that χ is a thermal relic. The exclusion extends up to scalar masses of around 700 GeV provided that
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Figure 5: 95% exclusion limits (except the black solid line from the thermal relic abundance) from
the most sensitive searches for Majorana dark matter with the only coupling to the up quark with
λu = 1. The left panel is in the mφ −mχ plane, while the right panel is in the σ −mχ plane.
the dark matter is lighter than about 300 GeV. In Fig. 5, we have included the co-annihilation effects
for the degenerate spectrum. We show the thermal relic required parameter space in the black and
solid line in both panels of Fig. 5. In the σ −mχ plane, we stop plotting the thermal relic line when
the dark matter mass is close to the mediator mass. There is some parameter space at the moment
where a thermal relic is allowed, for a mediator mass of around 400 GeV, though we stress that the
thermal relic abundance may be set in other ways. It is important to note that in this model, the
monojet search has a wider reach than the jets + MET search for heavy mediator masses. This is due
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to the fact that some of the diagrams for φφ production are proportional to the Majorana dark matter
mass. In addition, up to dark matter masses of around 300 GeV, the dominant constraint on these
models comes from colliders. In particular, this means that the possibility of light dark matter below
a few GeV is highly constrained. The SD direct detection, jets+MET and monojet are complimentary
as they cover different parts of parameter space.
For comparison, in Fig. 6 we show the same exclusions in the mass plane for λu = 0.5. In this case,
the current constraints are far weaker. Even for the mediator masses below a few hundred GeV, there
is a significant allowed fraction of parameter space, which it is important to cover in future searches,
especially at colliders. On the other hand, for such a small coupling, it is difficult to obtain the correct
relic abundance via thermal production except in the co-annihilation region; an alternate non-thermal
mechanism could be considered such that dark matter is not over-produced.
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Figure 6: The same as Fig. 5 for the up quark case with λu = 0.5.
We also study the same model, but for the down quark case with only λd 6= 0. For λd = 1, the
exclusion curves are shown in Figs. 7. The dominant constraints are the same as in the up-type case.
The constraints are slightly weaker in this case and the jets + MET search dominates for at high
mediator masses as it is less sensitive to the down quark parton distribution function suppression. In
this case, there is a similar parameter space allowed for a thermal relic.
Next, we consider models with Dirac dark matter and complex scalar dark matter. For these
models, the SI direct detection constraints dominate up to very low dark matter masses, independent
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Figure 7: 95% exclusion limits from the most sensitive searches for Majorana dark matter with coupling
to the down quark.
ofmφ. For λu = 1, the exclusion curves are shown in Figs. 8 and 9. These cases are highly constrained
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Figure 8: 95% exclusion limits from the most sensitive searches for Dirac dark matter with coupling
to the up quark.
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Figure 9: 95% exclusion limits from the most sensitive searches for complex scalar dark matter with
coupling to the up quark.
by searches for spin-independent scattering, which is unsuppressed. Since dark matter interactions
generally violate isospin in our models, the different couplings to protons and neutrons should be
taken into account in calculating the bounds. The SI cross-section bounds per nucleon are generally
calculated under the assumption of isospin, such that the proton and neutron cross-sections are the
same. In order to take into account isospin violation, we calculate the cross-section for interaction
with a proton and rescale by
σDM,nucleon =
[fpZ + fn(A− Z)]2
f2pA
2
σDM,p , (24)
where A and Z are the mass number and atomic number of the target nucleus respectively. The
dominant SI bounds come from Xe targets, so that A = 131, neglecting small effects from other
comparable or subdominant isotopes, and Z = 54. All scattering cross sections presented in Figs. 8
and 9 are the averaged one, σDM,nucleon.
It is interesting to note that collider bounds take over for light dark matter, below the threshold
of direct detection experiments. In the case of a complex scalar, the low mass bound flattens out in
the cross-section plane since it is not sensitive to the reduced mass of the dark matter-nucleon system,
but rather the nucleon mass itself, as can be seen from Eq. (20).
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6 Discussion and conclusions
The signal spectrum from the associated production of dark matter and its partner could be dra-
matically different from backgrounds. Particularly when the Yukawa coupling is small, associated
production is the dominant part of the signal. Additional kinematic variables can be used to enhance
the dark matter signal in the fermion-portal scenario. We use MadGraph5 [68] to generate the dark
matter signal events and shower them in PYTHIA [73]. We then use PGS [74] to perform the fast detector
simulation. After utilizing the basic cuts in Ref. [25], where EmissT > 200 GeV has been imposed, we
calculate the normalized EmissT distributions for several different spectra. In the left panel of Fig. 10,
we show the EmissT from the χ+φ associate productions. Because the jet from the decay of φ→ χ+ j
is energetic, the EmissT distributions have a peak-structure with the peak at around mφ/2 for a small
mχ. As a comparison, the right panel of the Fig. 10 shows the E
miss
T distribution without on-shell
production of φ. The spectrum is monotonically decreasing in this case, which follows the shape of
the background although with a different slope. For a larger mφ, the signal spectrum becomes slightly
harder at higher masses. In principle, the peak structure in the left panel can be used to discover dark
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Figure 10: Left panel: the fraction of events after basic cuts as a function of EmissT for the associated
production of χ+ φ with φ→ χ+ j. Right panel: the same as the left one but for the productions of
2χ+ j with the jet from ISR.
matter, for instance performing a “bump” search in the EmissT distribution. In practice, the peaks are
too wide to make it feasible. Improving the jet energy resolution and EmissT measurement can yield
significant boosts in sensitivity.
To explore more fermion portal dark matter parameter space, we emphasize the importance of a
dedicated search of the two jets plus MET signature. As can be seen from the left panel in Fig. 6, for
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small values of the Yukawa coupling, the current limit on the colored mediator mass is weak, around
350 GeV for a dark matter mass at 100 GeV. Additional kinematic variables like mT2 can increase the
search sensitivity [75].
In this paper, we have concentrated on the complimentarity of collider and direct detection searches.
The indirect searches for dark matter should also play a role, although the current constraint is not
that sensitive. For instance, we have checked that for λ = 1, a dark matter mass of 100 GeV and
any mediator mass above the dark matter mass, the new contribution to the anti-proton flux from
Dirac fermion dark matter annihilations is at least one order of magnitude below the measured flux
at PAMELA [76]. Because of the p-wave suppression for the Majorana fermion and complex scalar
dark matter annihilation cases, the indirect detection constraints are even weaker.
Note added: we note here that during the completion of our paper, another paper [77] appeared
with different emphasis: our paper concentrates more on the complimentarity of direct detection and
collider searches for dark matter, while their paper has more focus on the thermal relic parameter
space.
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